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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) requires the integration of all available, highly specialized, and heterogeneous devices, ranging from embedded sensor nodes to servers in the cloud. The self-adaptive research domain provides adaptive capabilities that can support the integration in IoT systems. However, developing such systems is a challenging, error-prone, and time-consuming task. In this context, design patterns propose already used and optimized solutions to specific problems in various contexts. Applying design patterns might help to reuse existing knowledge about similar development issues. However, so far, there is a lack of taxonomies on design patterns for self-adaptive systems. To tackle this issue, in this paper, we provide a taxonomy on design patterns for self-adaptive systems that can be transferred to support adaptivity in IoT systems. Besides describing the taxonomy and the design patterns, we discuss their applicability in an Industrial IoT case study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DESIGN PATTERNS represent well defined and widely applied solutions to specific problems. They were first introduced by Gamma et al. \cite{Gamma:1994} in 1994. Since then, the design patterns research has known an increasing trend both in the number of patterns as well as in popularity and application. The reason for this is that software engineers have recognized their advantages immediately, especially, capturing best practices and lessons learned during software development. Design patterns play a central role both in forward and reverse engineering. Using them in forward engineering increases the software quality, its readability, and its documentation. In reverse engineering, design patterns help to understand the software and the rationale behind the development solutions \cite{Gamma:1994}.

Usually, when a new research field raises, software engineers tend to reuse available development knowledge. Internet of Things (IoT) and the related concept of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) both interact intelligently with users in a dynamic environment. Further, those systems integrate heterogeneous software and hardware resources as well as data from various resources. Hence, those systems have to adapt to changing environmental conditions and the system’s dynamics to preserve their quality of service. Those reactions are aggravated regarding the distributed decision making in IoT and CPSs. For those adaptations as direct reactions to changes in the system environment, IoT systems require context-awareness, autonomy, decision making under uncertainty, and decentralized control.

Self-adaptive systems (SASs) are able to change their behavior at runtime as a response to changes in their environment or in the system itself \cite{Krupitzer:2016, Prantl:2016}. Those systems are able to work in dynamic and uncertain environments. They are often divided into a managed subsystem, i.e., software and hardware resources that interact with the users or back-end systems, and a managing subsystem, which is able to control and adapt the managed subsystem. As a de facto standard, the managing subsystem implements the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execution-Knowledge (MAPE-K) system model \cite{Krupitzer:2016} for structuring the required management functionality into (i) monitoring the environment and the system resources, (ii) analyzing if an adaptation is required, (iii) planning
the necessary adaptation actions, and (iv) executing those actions. Those functionalities can be complemented by a shared (distributed) knowledge repository. Other authors propose similar feedback structures, such as the sense-plan-act control [6], the autonomic control loop [7], or the observer/controller architecture [8].

Both types of systems, SAS and IoT, operate in dynamic environments, resulting in uncertainty about the system environment. Accordingly, the exact requirements for those systems are hard to determine at design time. Hence, adaptive behavior, as known from the SAS domain, is also beneficial for IoT systems. Furthermore, to achieve this adaptive behavior, IoT systems must be context-aware, i.e., those systems must be able to monitor their context / environment and react to changes. Lastly, IoT and SAS systems are systems-of-systems, i.e., composed of several interacting resources resulting in highly distributed systems. Due to the significant commonalities between IoT and SASs – dynamic environments, context-awareness, uncertainty, adaptivity, distributed nature – it seems beneficial to discuss the application of Software Engineering practices from the field of more established SASs community in IoT. The link between SASs and IoT has also been inserted in the research roadmap by Verme-
san et al. [9], who mentioned the need for “distributed self-adaptive software for self-optimization, self-configuration, self-healing”. Hence, our work comes to enable and support IoT systems’ engineering through design patterns already successfully applied for SASs. Currently, there are available several design patterns for SASs, some of them having overlapping parts, some providing alternative solutions. Therefore, it is not trivial for non-experts of SASs to have an overview of these patterns and choose the appropriate one for the system under development. A taxonomy of design patterns for SASs would be extremely useful because it would generate awareness of their existence in suitable application domains as IoT or CPS, and it would provide an overview of these design patterns. Implicitly, the application of design patterns would improve the quality of the systems and their understanding. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such taxonomy available for self-adaptive specific design patterns.

Based on our experience [10], [11] on design patterns [12], [13] and SASs [4], [14]–[16], in this paper we analyze design patterns for SASs under the lenses of their applicability for IoT systems given the commonalities that both share. Our contributions are threefold:

- **Literature Review**: We do an exhaustive literature review to identify design patterns for SASs.
- **Taxonomy**: We classify the patterns according to their development purpose.
- **Application**: We discuss the potential application of those patterns in IoT systems.

The remainder is structured as follows: Next, we describe related work (Section III). Then, we describe our research methodology (Section IV) as well as our derived taxonomy (Section V). After, we show its application in an Industrial IoT (IIoT) use case (Section VI) and discuss the threats to validity (Section VII). Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary and future work (Section VIII).

## II. SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS IN A NUTSHELF

There is no unique and precise definition of SASs in the scientific literature [4], [17]. Several definitions that outline various facets of SAS have been proposed. For example, Garlan et al. mentioned that architectural adaptation focuses on the changes made at run-time in the structure of the components of a system and/or in the interactions among them by using an architectural model of a system [18]. McKinley et al. outline that compositional adaptation regards the modifications of a software’s structure and behavior made at run-time due to the changes that occurred in its execution environment. This is achieved by exchanging structural and behavior components among them in order to enable software to fit better to its current environment [19]. Bastide et al. focus on structural adaptation of a software component that consists of updating its structure while preserving its behavior and services [20]. While behavioral adaptation focuses on the changes made dynamically in the execution of software components in a non intrusive way (e.g., by changing its configuration or by intercepting its requests and replies) as sustained by Gorton et al. [21]. Content adaptation is defined through the transformation and manipulation of contents (e.g., images, audio, video, text) based on the application’s features or device requiring them [22]. While service adaptation is translated into content as well as a behavioral adaptation [23]. In [4], we add the relevance to explicitly include context-adaptation through the SAS into the reasoning process for adaptation in addition to monitoring the context as a trigger for adaptation.

All these definitions have in common three main characteristics: (1) adaptivity is requested by changes occurred internally inside a system and/or externally in its execution environment; (2) adaptivity consists in changes performed by the system itself in its execution environment; and (3) adaptivity is performed at run-time [15], [24], [25]. Recently, Danny Weyns introduced two basic principles [17] which determine what a SAS is:

- **The external principle**: a SAS can handle changes and uncertainties in its environment, the system itself, and its goals autonomously (i.e., without or with minimal human interference).
- **The internal principle**: a SAS comprises implicitly or explicitly two distinct parts: the first part (see Figure 1 - the Managed System) interacts with the environment and is responsible for the domain concerns (i.e., its functionality); the second part (see Figure 1 - the Managing System) interacts with the first part (and monitors its environment) and is responsible for the adaptation.

The managed part of a SAS provides the functionality, i.e., the system’s services to its stakeholders. Examples are the self-driving vehicle or manufacturing systems. The managing part implements the self-adaptive mechanisms. This part should implement implicitly or explicitly four main steps [5]:
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seems beneficial to discuss applying principles for adaptivity in dynamic environments leading to uncertainty, both requiring As both categories of systems — IoT and SAS — operate of SAS, which may be adopted, adapted, and applied for IoT. Therefore, in this paper we focus our attention on the design patterns defined in the context of IoT and related solutions. Therefore, in this paper, we provide an overview of design patterns successfully applied for SASs that can be adopted in the context of IoT. There are various types of patterns for software design: architectural, design, and idioms. Architectural patterns concern the design of software architectures and have a broader scope than design patterns. Examples of architectural patterns include client-server or model-view-controller. Idioms concern programming languages and have a more narrow scope than design patterns. Examples of idioms for Java include good practices of using the equals() or compareTo() methods.

**Design patterns for SASs.** Puviani et al. [28] propose a taxonomy of self-adaptation patterns based on various composition mechanisms focusing on architectural patterns rather than design patterns. The authors base their taxonomy on service components and component ensembles to derive architectural patterns supporting self-adaptation. Juziuk et al. [29] present a literature review focusing on design patterns for multi-agent systems. The authors conclude that there is a lack of (i) a standard design pattern description template hampering the use of design patterns amongst system designers and (ii) the description of associations between patterns. However, design patterns for multi-agent systems are applied in several applications. Musil et al. [30] propose new design patterns capturing best practices for self-adaptation in CPSs. Giese et al. [31] describe several architectural patterns that describe reflection in self-aware computing systems. Whereas the former approaches target system domains close to SASs, Ramirez et al. [32] identified twelve design patterns from the field of the more established SASs community in IoT. In this context, design patterns facilitate the interplay between the managing system as control logic and support the distributed nature of IoT systems and can support developers of IoT systems.

### III. RELATED WORK

This section presents related work in the context of this paper, i.e., overviews on design patterns for adaptive systems / IoT as well as specific definitions of patterns. The relevant literature can be grouped into (i) design patterns for SASs, (ii) design patterns related to IoT systems, as well as (iii) software engineering for IoT. Before presenting this related work, we briefly describe what design patterns are and which are their main objectives.

**Design Patterns.** Designing software is not easy; designing good, i.e., qualitative, software is even more challenging. Design patterns are descriptions of communicating entities that are customized and adapted to solve a general design problem in a particular context [27]. The main objective of design patterns is to capture design experience and simplify reuse: developers create new software solutions based on previous experience and on previous successful designs through patterns. Hence, patterns make software flexible, elegant, and reusable. Developers aware and familiar with design patterns may apply them to design problems without having to rediscover them. Patterns are knowledge about design issues and related solutions. Therefore, in this paper, we provide an overview of design patterns successfully applied for SASs that can be adopted in the context of IoT. There are various types of patterns for software design: architectural, design, and idioms. Architectural patterns concern the design of software architectures and have a broader scope than design patterns. Examples of architectural patterns include client-server or model-view-controller. Idioms concern programming languages and have a more narrow scope than design patterns. Examples of idioms for Java include good practices of using the equals() or compareTo() methods.

Design patterns for SASs. Puviani et al. [28] propose a taxonomy of self-adaptation patterns based on various composition mechanisms focusing on architectural patterns rather than design patterns. The authors base their taxonomy on service components and component ensembles to derive architectural patterns supporting self-adaptation. Juziuk et al. [29] present a literature review focusing on design patterns for multi-agent systems. The authors conclude that there is a lack of (i) a standard design pattern description template hampering the use of design patterns amongst system designers and (ii) the description of associations between patterns. However, design patterns for multi-agent systems are applied in several applications. Musil et al. [30] propose new design patterns capturing best practices for self-adaptation in CPSs. Giese et al. [31] describe several architectural patterns that describe reflection in self-aware computing systems. Whereas the former approaches target system domains close to SASs, Ramirez et al. [32] identified twelve design patterns from the field of the more established SASs community in IoT. In this context, design patterns facilitate the interplay between the managing system as control logic and support the distributed nature of IoT systems and can support developers of IoT systems.

**FIGURE 1.** A conceptual model of a SAS.

- monitor the environment and the system itself;
- analyze the information gathered during the monitoring;
- plan changes if the results of the analyze step indicate a need for adaptation;
- execute the planned changes.

These four steps (also called MAPE or MAPE control feedback loop) may share and/or exploit the knowledge (becoming MAPE-K) built from the monitored environment, the analyzed information, the planned changes, and the result of the execution of the changes. This knowledge may grow in time being enriched with new information about the environment and the applied adaptations.

Engineering the managed part of SAS is a challenging task, especially to the gap between design time and runtime [26]. As SAS operate in highly uncertain and dynamic environments, the set of requirements for those systems are often incomplete or even unknown at design time. Accordingly, those systems have to engineer themselves through adaptation at runtime. Therefore, each of the four steps of the MAPE loop may require a more or less complex sub-system to be engineered. Various approaches and solutions to design and implement these steps to improve the SAS’ performance and avoid introducing significant overheads in the interaction of the two parts of a SAS have been proposed. In this context, design patterns for SAS aim to capture the successfully applied solutions for each of these steps, as well as for the coordination, interaction, and management of the various parts of a SAS. While MAPE-K may be considered an architectural pattern because it deals with the structure and interaction of the main elements of a SAS managing part, design patterns have a more narrow scope focusing on the engineering of the MAPE-K steps (or parts of them). Their role is determinant because they can be seen as the building blocks of the MAPE-K loop. Therefore, in this paper we focus our attention on the design patterns defined in the context of SAS, which may be adopted, adapted, and applied for IoT.
which concern the main steps of the MAPE-K control loop. These patterns are grouped into three categories: monitoring, decision making, and reconfiguration. Their work integrates structures that the authors may not describe as patterns. Additionally, due to their distributed nature, researchers study decentralized control structures in the field of SASs. One prominent example of decentralized self-adaptation is presented by Weyns et al. [33]. They propose a reference model for decentralized self-adaptation. However, they do not focus on the definition of design patterns for self-adaptation.

**Design patterns for IoT.** IoT is a paradigm with a significant number of design patterns adopted from various research fields. In the following, we provide an overview of the IoT focused design patterns. Inspired by the agent-based modeling, Jung et al. [34] introduce three design patterns to address the heterogeneity of the IoT devices. The three patterns are described in an informal and unstructured way. Inspired by Edge Computing, Qanbari et al. [35] introduce four design patterns for IoT concerning the configuration and implementation of applications. They describe each of these four patterns by indicating their name, the problem they address, the appropriate context of the application, the motivations (i.e., use case scenarios), and the solution details with a sketch, i.e., the results of the pattern application. Vega-Barbas et al. [36] focus on the human-related aspects of IoT in smart spaces and define five interaction patterns that aim to capture the “good manners” of user interaction in IoT. Sithole and Marchall [37] present an exciting work on the attributes extraction for a fine-grained description and differentiation of the IoT patterns. This approach aims to provide an insight into IoT patterns with the objective to quickly and efficiently differentiate them based on various aspects. The authors mention that they have considered 109 IoT patterns (33 from informal Web pages, the others from peer-reviewed and published articles). However, no details on these patterns are provided. Rahman et al. [38] propose a generic definition of an IoT pattern together with its formal specification based on the modeling concepts and relations. The authors focus on the managerial conflicts of applying a pattern derived from two types of managerial control, i.e., data control and behavioral control. Reinfurt et al. [39] extracted eight IoT design patterns from a large number of IoT solutions. They sustain that these patterns help in understanding the code design principles for developing IoT solutions. The same authors have proposed six security patterns for IoT in [40] and six device energy patterns in [41]. Cruz and Abreu [42] summarize 22 patterns for energy efficiency in mobile applications. The authors argue that these patterns may be of relevance for domains such as IoT and CPS. Pape and Rannenberg [43] show how seven available privacy patterns may be applied to IoT/cloud computing/fog applications by using a smart vehicle case study. The authors underline that the choice of the privacy patterns is use case driven.

Summarizing, the cited papers concerning design patterns for IoT neither address adaptivity nor describe design patterns for self-adaptation.

**Software Engineering for IoT.** There are some significant surveys and overviews concerning software engineering for IoT. Weyrich and Ebert [44] underline the available reference architectures and their evolution in industry and academia. Bader et al. [45] classify the reference frameworks in IoT and discuss their concerns. Sethi and Sarangi [46] provide a survey on methods, protocols, and applications in IoT. They propose a taxonomy for research in IoT technologies based on the architectural elements: sensors, communication, middleware, and applications. Di Martino et al. [47] review the most commonly used architectural solutions, both standardized and commercial, for IoT systems by focusing on security and interoperability. Mocrii et al. [48] address the main technologies, components for communication as well as privacy and security issues for IoT-based smart homes. However, none of those surveys focus on design patterns.

**Industrial IoT.** One technological domain within the IoT context that heavily benefits from adaptiveness is the Industrial IoT (IIoT), i.e., smart manufacturing systems, or Industry 4.0, respectively. For those smart manufacturing machines, adaptiveness is a key aspect to achieve the system goals, especially, to enable the production of individualized goods. Several surveys exist in the field (e.g., [49]–[51]). Those surveys mainly target relevant technologies, architectural models, process models, or research challenges. Caesar et al. [52] discusses research challenges related to the adaptiveness of systems required in the IIoT. Cha et al. [53] analyses and compares meta-model for model-based smart production systems. In [54], the authors present an architecture for event-driven manufacturing information systems following the Industry 4.0 vision. Most closely to our work, Bloom et al. [55] presents design patterns for IIoT. They identified six design patterns that subsume the architecture and data flow in IIoT applications. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there does not exist design patterns for IIoT systems that focus on the support of adaptiveness.

**Delineation.** Generally, literature does not provide a literature review on design patterns for SASs. Moreover, none of the other studies do a large-scale search and comparison of such patterns with the objective of a structured representation of the state of the art. If so, than the authors mainly focus on centralized design patterns or the use of the design patterns provided by Gamma et al. [27], however, on a limited scope. This paper tries to close this gap and contributes to the existing body of research on design patterns for (self-)adaptive systems with a taxonomy on design patterns, focusing on (but not limited to) decentralized control in SASs which is highly relevant in the context of IoT as those systems are by definition composed of many distributed resources that have to cooperate and adapt. On the other hand, we outlined design patterns that come from various IoT-related research areas such as edge computing, agent-based systems, and human-machine interaction. Consequently, in this paper we
review design patterns that support the adaptivity of SASs for supporting the IoT.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We derived our taxonomy following a systematic literature review process [56], [57]. Figure 2 shows a flow diagram of the whole literature selection process. The main search terms used for the initial paper screening process were:

- design pattern(s) AND self-adaptive system(s),
- design pattern(s) AND adaptive system(s),
- pattern(s) AND self-adaptive system(s), and
- pattern(s) AND adaptive system(s).

We included Google Scholar, IEEEExplore, ACM Digital Library, the Web of Science, ScienceDirect, and EBSCOhost as sources. At the first stage, we identified 96 papers potentially relevant for the topic of SASs design patterns after screening their title and abstracts. We intent here as design pattern any description of communicating entities that may be customized to solve a self-adaptive related design problem in a particular context. Through an analysis of the abstracts as well as the introduction sections of the papers, we identified the papers that are directly connected to design patterns for SASs. We explicitly exclude papers which present design patterns in a general context and rather included only design patterns in the context of (self-)adaptive systems as those systems have special characteristics (e.g., uncertainty in the system and the environment or incomplete defined set of requirements as the runtime environment is not known a priori). To ensure the applicability of design patterns in the context of adaptivity, we excluded all papers focusing on design patterns only or SASs in general from the review. Therefore, a remaining set of 14 papers was used as a basis for further review and search. Additionally, we performed a “go backward” and “go forward” search strategy as introduced by Webster & Watson [57] to identify further relevant papers. This strategy improves the coverage of the significant literature “by reviewing the citations of the articles identified [and finding] articles citing the key articles identified” [57, p. xvi] and helped to identify relevant works from close research domains. With this step of the literature research, we included ten additional papers. Consequently, we extracted design patterns from 24 papers.

The approach to develop our taxonomy on design patterns covers four steps. First, we compared the extracted papers using dimensions, such as whether the design patterns were based on SASs or other related concepts, whether the authors introduced a single pattern or composition of patterns, or the issue addressed by the patterns. Additionally, we extracted the relevant design patterns from the identified papers. Second, after identifying different dimensions for comparison and categorization of design patterns, we categorized the patterns along the dimensions. Last, we derived the dimensions for our taxonomy and the relevant properties for the analysis of the design patterns by iteratively refining its focus. In this step, we focus on design patterns for decentralized coordination that can be applied in IoT as IoT systems, by definition, are connected, distributed systems.

V. TAXONOMY ON DESIGN PATTERNS FOR DECENTRALIZED SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
This section presents the taxonomy of design patterns for SASs. The literature research returned 24 relevant papers. We included papers that present the application of design patterns in a SAS. After carefully studying those papers, we added 55 design patterns out of 11 papers to the taxonomy.

The other papers provided related patterns that, for example, miss a systematic description or have only been applied in specific systems, and hence, we did not include them in the taxonomy. The design patterns included in the taxonomy are not only covering SASs, but also highly related domains, such as (self-organizing) multi-agent systems, self-organizing emergent systems, dynamically adaptive systems, self-adaptive real-time embedded (RTE) systems, and CPSs. Those patterns of related domains are included since they provide solutions that can be applied in IoT. The catego-

FIGURE 2. Process of literature identification, pattern extraction, and creation of the taxonomy.
rization of design patterns within the taxonomy is based on the functionality that patterns support. Throughout the development of the taxonomy, the scope was further narrowed down to cover SASs design patterns and to integrate the aspect of decentralized control which is highly important for IoT systems. Subsequently, based on the functionality of the managing system, the taxonomy (see Figure 3) includes the following categories: the monitor, analyze, plan, and execute categories provide the basic functionality of an adaptation logic as described by the MAPE-K loop [5] and similar feedback control structures [6]–[8], [58]. As the MAPE functionality is often implemented in dedicated modules, we focus on a separate analysis of the patterns. Additionally, orthogonal to those functionalities, we add the categories component structure and interaction, shared knowledge management, and coordination to reflect the distributed nature of IoT systems. Those aspects support the implementation of the MAPE functionalities. The following subsections provide the relevant design patterns categorized along with the mentioned MAPE functionality as well as the orthogonal aspects. For each category, we provide a short discussion of the relevant design patterns. Within those discussions, we describe overlapping descriptions, similarities, as well as differences in the design patterns.

A. CATEGORY 1: MONITOR
This category includes the design patterns associated with the monitoring step of the MAPE-K control loop [5].

The SAS Monitor design pattern aims to establish all the necessary components for the monitoring activity of the Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, Knowledge (MAPE-K) control loop [59]. It decides which properties to monitor in order to detect possible violations that might trigger the adaptation process. The structural and behavioral views of the design pattern are illustrated with UML diagrams.

The RTE Monitor design pattern introduced by Said et al. [60] is used in the development of a self-adaptive RTE system to support the detection of an irregular RTE system status that resulted from the fluctuations in the internal and external context elements. The pattern enables the observation and monitoring of the system status and context properties. Said et al. provide a structural and behavioral view of the pattern, including class and sequence diagrams.

Iglesia & Weyns [61] describe a Monitor Behavior Template that guides through the main monitoring activities: trigger the monitoring step, collect data through sensors, preprocess gathered data whenever possible, update working data, and inform the analyzing step. The Monitor Behavior Template is not specified using a pattern description; it is illustrated via multiple state chart diagrams.

Comparison: The two patterns SAS Monitor [59] and RTE Monitor [60] are almost identical: each is composed of 8 classes, 5 of them having identical names and identical semantics. The difference between the two patterns consists of the use of the GoF Observer design pattern. SAS Monitor monitors the significant context variables, while RTE Monitor explicitly addresses hardware- and software-specific sensors. Monitor Behaviour Template [61] models the behavioral aspects of the monitoring step. It is very similar to the behavior captured by the UML sequence diagrams of the SAS Monitor and RTE Monitor patterns. The main difference between this template and the previously mentioned two patterns consists in the addition of the data preprocessing activity. To summarize, these three patterns may be considered as variants (according to [2], [13]) of the same design pattern.

B. CATEGORY 2: ANALYZE
This category presents design patterns associated with analyzing. Those design patterns focus on evaluating the system state and its context to determine adaptation needs.

The SAS Analyze design pattern [59] is utilized to analyze previously collected data in order to identify if an adaptation is required. The pattern integrates a symptom-based analysis and aggregation of those symptoms to situations. Also, this pattern uses two observers to interact with the classes of the monitoring and planning steps of the MAPE-K loop. The structural and behavioral views of the design pattern are illustrated with UML class and sequence diagrams.

The RTE Analyzer design pattern [60] focuses on the system’s stability by keeping the number of adaptation requests low. The pattern consists of the Analyzer for verifying system constraints and generating adaptation requests, while an AdaptationRequest captures the analysis results. The authors propose a class diagram for the structural view as well as a UML sequence diagram showing the behavior.

Analyze Behavior Template compares the required resources to the used ones [61]. The analysis component’s behavior from the MAPE-K loop has three primary states (over satisfied, satisfied, and unsatisfied) that cover the essential steps of triggering the analysis, processing the analysis, and indicating related plan behavior(s). The Analyze Behavior Template is illustrated via multiple state chart diagrams showing possible actions that can be performed.

The Adaptation Detector design pattern [62] determines when a reconfiguration of the system is required by retrieving and analyzing the provided sensor data. A HealthIndicator class captures if an adaptation is required based on the Observer classes’ feedback that interprets the sensor data. The pattern also includes a Trigger class to indicate the cause for adaptation. Ramirez specifies the design pattern through a UML class diagram for the structural view and a UML sequence diagram for the behavioral view.

Comparison: The two patterns SAS Analyzer [59] and RTE Analyzer [60] are both composed of 2 core classes: Analyzer and AdaptationRequest. However, the SAS Analyzer models the symptoms explicitly as a unit of analysis, provides a repository with symptom descriptions, and includes links to the adjacent MAPE-K steps using the Observer pattern. Analyze Behaviour Template [61] indicates the behavioral aspects of the analyzing step. It is very similar to the behavior captured by the UML sequence diagrams of the SAS
Analyzer and RTE Analyzer patterns. To summarize, these three patterns may be considered as variants for analysis. The fourth pattern, Adaptation Detector [62], includes classes specific to the monitoring (Sensor and Threshold) and to the planning (Trigger); hence, it has a broader scope than the other patterns.

C. CATEGORY 3: PLAN

Based on the analysis, if adaptation is required, the planning step includes a decision-making mechanism to plan adaptations. Accordingly, this category presents design patterns associated with the planning step of the MAPE-K loop [5].

The SAS Plan design pattern [59] specifies the necessary adaptation actions as well as the execution order by integrating a policy engine. In addition, this pattern uses two Observers to interact with the classes of the MAPE-K loop’s monitoring and planning steps. The structural and behavioral views of the design pattern are illustrated using UML diagrams.

The RTE DecisionMaker [60] generates the adaptation decision that best fits the adaptation triggers and offers a component for handling the configurations of adaptable elements. The behavior is provided as a UML sequence diagram, while the structure is shown as a UML class diagram.

The Plan Behavior Template focuses on adaptations for adding resources or releasing resources [61]. The pattern is not specified using a pattern description format, rather it is illustrated via multiple state chart diagrams showing possible actions that can be performed on system states.

Ramirez [62] proposed several design patterns to support the planning of adaptation. In order to decide how to adapt the system, the Case-based Reasoning design pattern applies rule-based decision making, which can be applied for simple adaptations. The Divide and Conquer design pattern aims at systematically breaking down complex adaptation plans into reconfiguration plans that are easier to execute. This pattern is particularly useful if various reconfiguration plans have to be combined or if distributed components share dependencies along with a reconfiguration plan. Following an architecture-based approach, the Architecture-based design pattern supports the selection of reconfiguration plans when they are estimated to change frequently. This pattern manages the architectural model’s evolution from a current state to a possible future reconfigured target state. Last, the TradeOff-based design pattern chooses the plan which balances the best various objectives. As stated by the authors, the pattern is particularly useful if the reconfiguration requirements are satisfied by numerous reconfiguration plans and, hence, multiple dimensions need to be considered. All design patterns introduced are specified by class and sequence diagrams.

Fernandez-Marquez et al. [63] define natural-inspired design patterns. Three of them can be assigned to the plan category: Gossip, Quorum sensing, and Morphogenesis. Gossip aims at reaching a shared agreement about parameter
values by spreading information to neighboring agents that aggregate this information with local information to reach an agreement. Quorum sensing estimates the density of agents which solely rely on local interactions as in cases where the number of agents collaborating on a specific task needs to be kept to a certain minimum, the density of agents is of high importance. Finally, Morphogenesis intends to choose different agent behaviors based on the agent's position. All design patterns are described with flow and interaction diagrams.

Comparison: We identified 10 design patterns for the planning step. SAS Plan [59] and RTE DecisionMaker [60] have a similar structure and behavior: they consist of a coordination class, a reasoning class, and an adaptation plan. However, both differ in decision making and apply a rule-based approach and a configuration-based approach, respectively. Plan Behaviour Template [61] indicates the behavioral aspects of the planning step, being very similar to the behavior captured by the UML sequence diagrams of SAS Plan and RTE DecisionMaker. Case-based Reasoning [62] can be considered as a more detailed variant of the SAS Plan pattern. The other six design patterns (from [62] and [63]) differ among them and have minimal commonalities with the four discussed patterns.

D. CATEGORY 4: EXECUTE
This category comprises design patterns associated with the execution step of the MAPE-K loop, responsible for implementing pre-defined adaptation actions. The SAS Execute design pattern [59] modifies system parameters or components through effectors and traces the performed adaptation actions. Its components are connected to the planning components using the Observer design pattern. The structural and behavioral views of the design pattern are illustrated with UML class and sequence diagrams.

Said et al. [60] present two patterns for executing of adaptations: RTE Actor and RTE Assessor. RTE Actor maps the described adaptation action from the received adaptation plan to components and controls adaptation. RTE Assessor supports cost-efficient adaptations by determining the necessary quality of service level through the evaluation and adjustment of the control loop based on the results of statistical analysis and estimations as well as parameter tuning. Both design patterns specify the structural view with a UML class diagram and the behavioral view with a sequence diagram.

Execute Behavior Template splits the execution of adaptation actions in pre-preparation (e.g., locking a resource), execution (e.g., performing adaptation), and post-execution (e.g., unlocking resources). The design pattern is not specified using a pattern description format, rather it is illustrated by exemplary state chart diagrams [61].

Ramirez [62] also define design patterns concerning the execution. The Decentralized Reconfiguration design pattern supports the component insertion and removal process of components from a decentralized architecture at runtime. The Server Reconfiguration design pattern provides a behavioral template for specifying a server-client architecture's recon-

configuration without having to shut down the server. The Component Removal design pattern supports the safe removal process of a component at runtime whereas the Component Insertion design pattern is responsible for safely inserting and initializing components during runtime. Both design patterns require the available interfaces to enable the components to move to different behavioral states. Ramirez specifies the patterns using class and sequence diagrams.

Comparison: The SAS Execute [59] pattern is the simplest one being composed of an executor and effectors. RTE Actor [60] adds adaptation plans and adaptation actions. It can be combined with the RTE Assessor pattern [60], which aims at cost-efficient adaptation. Execute Behaviors Template [61] specifies a pre and a post activity for an adaptation. The design patterns proposed by Ramirez [62] add functionality for adding or removing architectural components at runtime.

E. CATEGORY 5: COMPONENT STRUCTURE AND INTERACTION
SASs are often systems-of-systems; hence, they are distributed. This is also related to decision making. As IoT systems are distributed by nature, decentralized decision making is an important aspect. Accordingly, this category introduces design patterns that deal with such decentralized decision settings and the corresponding interaction between different components. We focus here on distributing the adaptation logic functionality to the different components of the decentralized adaptation logic.

Based on discussions on a Dagstuhl seminar, Weyns et al. introduce five design patterns [64] for decentralized control focusing on the distribution of decision making components and its interaction. The Information Sharing and the Coordinated Control patterns support local decision making; however, in both patterns, data is exchanged for coordination in the monitoring functionality or all MAPE-K functionalities, respectively. Contrary, the other design patterns introduced by Weyns et al. apply a hybrid model with partly centralized decision making. Master-Slave creates a hierarchical structure between interacting components where one master component controls the analyze and plan activities of the MAPE-K control loop. Monitoring and execution of adaptation decisions remain on the local instances. The Regional Planning pattern aggregates the planning functionality into regional planners. In this setting, each region has its own regional planner component. Furthermore, regional planners can collaborate across regions. Finally, Hierarchical Control separates concerns of MAPE-K control loops into different layers. While the top layer deals with the overarching adaptation goals of the system, the intermediate layers focus on the lower adaptation layers. Weyns et al. combine a

Footnote: In this work, we integrated those patterns and refer to them as design patterns as those patterns also provide a template for designing the decision logic which is the relevant aspect for this work. However, it should be mentioned that in the original publication [64], the authors do not refer to them as design patterns.
standard pattern description format with structural diagrams for describing their design patterns.

Three of the twelve design patterns introduced by Ramirez [62] deal with component structure and interaction: Sensor-Factory, Reflective Monitoring, and Content-based Routing. Sensor-Factory is responsible for probing distributed components by deploying software sensors in a network. Reflective Monitoring supports mechanisms that enable the observation of a component’s internal state. Furthermore, the proposed mechanisms allow altering the monitoring scheme dynamically. Content-based Routing aims at routing messages within a distributed monitoring setting according to the message’s content. Ramirez specifies the design patterns by using structural UML diagrams and sequence diagrams.

Musil et al. propose three design patterns for self-adaptation, focusing on CPSs: Synthesize-Utilize, Synthesize-Command, and Collect-Organize [30]. Precisely, these multi-adaptation patterns capture information on the used adaptation mechanism, the interactions between those mechanisms across layers, and a definition of layers (i.e., physical, proxy, communication, service middleware, application, and social layer). Synthesize-Utilize provides an abstraction for including context information of physical resources. Synthesize-Command implements adaptation mechanisms based on the MAPE-K control loop for managing the physical resource(s). Collect-Organize consists of an adaptive algorithm, autonomous entities, and self-organizing mechanisms for efficient information sharing and local task coordination. Musil et al. describe their patterns using a pattern description and workflow diagrams.

Comparison: 5) Component Structure and Interaction. The five design patterns introduced by Weyns et al. [64] focus on the structure and interaction among several MAPE-K control loops, which may operate in parallel to manage self-adaptation. Two of them, i.e., Coordinated Control and Information Sharing, provide a decentralized approach, while the other three are hybrid. The patterns proposed by Musil et al. [30] aim to improve the utility of the services of distributed applications using MAPE-K control loops by exploiting context information. While the patterns proposed by Weyns et al. and Musil et al. have a global view on the self-adaptive mechanisms (i.e., MAPE-K control loop level), Ramirez et al. [62] focus on patterns which concern a single task of the MAPE-K functionalities, for example, Sensor Factory and Reflective Monitoring for the first step of the adaptation mechanism. Important in the context of component interaction, especially for IoT systems, are the aspects of security and data privacy. However, the studied patterns do not focus on those aspects. An extensive analysis of security and privacy aspects requires an implementation of the design patterns in real systems. Such an analysis is out of the scope of this paper and part of future work.

F. CATEGORY 6: COORDINATION

Whereas the previous category focuses on a distributed adaptation logic’s structural aspects, this category captures distributed decision-making with global behavioral guarantees requiring efficient coordination mechanisms. This is a procedural view of the distributed decision-making.

The Collective Sort for MAS design pattern proposed by Gardelli et al. [65] deals with the collective clustering of information to decrease the overhead in information repositories. The authors describe their pattern in a tabular description format. Another Collective Sort design pattern was proposed by Snyder et al. [66]. This pattern tackles the problem of scattered data or entities within a system by using heuristics for constantly collecting similar elements and form them into clusters. The authors describe their design pattern using a standard pattern description format.

The Repulsion, Digital Pheromone, Chemotaxis, and Flocking design patterns proposed by Fernandez-Marquez et al. [63] support coordination. Repulsion describes the basic process for motion coordination in a large agent-based system and enables agents to modify the position in response to changes in the environment. Digital Pheromone describes a swarm coordination mechanism that uses indirect communication based on gradients created by digital pheromones. Chemotaxis focuses on decentralized motion coordination and addresses the problem of discovering specific sources of events. Flocking deals with swarm formation by providing rules that specify how groups of agents move in the environment and also maintaining the connections between agents. The authors describe their design patterns with flow and interaction diagrams that show agent behavior and interactions.

The Gradient Field pattern supports coordination inspired by physical and biological processes [67]. Within a gradient field, different agents observe numerous gradient parts of neighboring locations and can move to those locations following the gradient field-specific wave format. The design pattern is outlined by textual specifications and in UML.

Kasinger et al. [68] present the Digital Infochemical Coordination pattern for the coordination of self-organizing emergent systems based on infochemical coordination. It is specified following a standard pattern description format and providing a conceptual model as a UML class diagram.

Comparison: The Collective Sort design pattern proposed by Snyder et al. [66] is a generalization of the Collective Sort for MAS design pattern proposed by Gardelli et al. [65]. Snyder et al. extend the initial definition of the pattern (which assumes that active agents relocate inactive data items) also to cases where agents themselves may represent entities to be grouped or where different environmental abstractions may be used. Two of the design patterns proposed [63] have no similarities to other patterns (i.e., Repulsion and Flocking); Digital Pheromone may be compared to Digital Infochemical Coordination proposed by Kasinger et al. [68]. Chemotaxis [63] is an extension of the Gradient [63] pattern, and it can be compared to the Gradient Fields [67].
G. CATEGORY 7: KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

As a third category orthogonal to the MAPE functionality, this category comprises design patterns that cover information and knowledge management to support the shared knowledge management in distributed systems.

Fernandez-Marquez et al. [63] propose the Aggregation, Evaporation, and Spreading design patterns. Aggregation describes the process of information fusion by locally applying a fusion operator, such as filtering or merging. Evaporation describes a mechanism to prioritize more recent and relevant information from older, potentially outdated information. Spreading deals with information diffusion within the system, focusing on direct communication between system parts in order to increase the global knowledge of all system parts. In addition to those basic design patterns, Fernandez-Marquez et al. propose the Gradient pattern as a composition of the Aggregation and Spreading patterns. The authors describe their design patterns using flow and interaction diagrams.

Gardelli et al. [65] propose the Aggregation, Replication, Evaporation, and Diffusion design patterns. Aggregation for MAS aims at aggregating information in order to achieve coherent global views. Replication for MAS tries to lower access time to information and increase robustness by replicating. Evaporation for MAS addresses the problem of information flooding in large systems by environmental agents responsible for erasing obsolete information. Last, Diffusion for MAS aims at distributing information equally among all nodes within the system. Gardelli et al. describe their proposed design patterns in a tabular description format.

Comparison: The design patterns proposed by Fernandez-Marquez et al. [63], i.e., Aggregation, Evaporation, and Spreading, represent revised and enhanced versions of the previously defined Aggregation for MAS, Evaporation for MAS, and Diffusion for MAS patterns by Gardelli et al. [65]. Hence, the design patterns by Gardelli et al. may be seen as variants of those defined by Fernandez-Marquez et al. The Replication for MAS design pattern has not been revisited by Fernandez-Marquez et al. The Blackboard design pattern cannot be compared to the above mentioned patterns, having a different objective and coming from an architectural perspective rather than bio-inspired self-organizing systems.

H. FURTHER DESIGN PATTERNS

In the early stages of our research, we identified patterns that are not relevant for the taxonomy as they either do not support adaptivity in decentralized system settings or are not sufficiently described in a structured approach. For completeness, we mention those patterns in the following.

Taylor et al. proposed several architecture styles for runtime software adaptation [69]. The two design patterns Reactive Stigmergy Service Components Ensemble Pattern and P2P AMs Service Components Ensemble Pattern introduced by Puviani et al. [28] support settings with a large number of components interacting with each other in a frequently adjusting environment. Gomaa et al. outline patterns for service orchestration of service-oriented architectures [70]. The bio-inspired design patterns introduced by Babaoglu et al. describe techniques for information diffusion and handling in dynamic systems [71]. Those architectural styles are not included in the taxonomy as the authors only provide a high-level description.

Giese et al. present the Blackboard for data exchange in self-aware computing systems [31]. However, the authors do not formally describe the design pattern.

The Market-Based Control design pattern presented by De Wolf & Holvoet [67] as well as the Specialization design pattern introduced by Snyder et al. [66] deal with system optimization. Hence, they propose a system model rather than a design pattern for coping with specific design topics.

Last, the Centralized Control pattern by Gomaa & Hussein is not included in the taxonomy due to its focus on centralized control rather than decentralized coordination [72].

VI. APPLICATION OF THE DESIGN PATTERNS IN THE INTERNET OF THINGS

The field of IoT provides a large set of application domains, including smart home/smart buildings [48], smart transportation [73], smart city [74], IIoT [45], smart health [75], or smart energy management/smart grid [42]. Systems in those areas have in common that they can benefit from adaptivity to autonomously react to changes in their environment. Consequently, system development in those domains could highly benefit from the presented patterns as they provide a structured approach to include adaptivity. We outline that there are already some IoT examples using self-adaptivity and the MAPE-K loop: DeltaIoT [76] or Feed me [77]. However, their documentation does not indicate the application of self-adaptive design patterns, and there are no available tools for the automated detection of such patterns yet.

In the following, we present the application of the design patterns within an IIoT / Industry 4.0 use case. Industry 4.0 is a paradigm that fosters the collaboration of smart, autonomous machines (e.g., industrial robots or self-driving transport vehicles) with other machines and humans. The objective is an intelligent production process that offers high flexibility and results in individualized products. In our IIoT use case, we focus on the application of smart production systems, that are connected and can automatically determine the next production steps as well as organize themselves in groups of connected Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) accordingly. This can also include the organization of smart (internal and external) logistics, smart warehousing, as well as machine learning (e.g., for predictive maintenance). In [78], we present a self-adaptive exemplar for such coordinating robots: two robots divide a manufacturing task into subtasks and can re-organize the labor division in case of malfunctions of a robot. Here, we extend that scenario to a multi-layer system, including the groups of coordinating
robots, Edge technology to intelligently analyze the robot coordination as well as Cloud technology for a production facility spanning view (see Figure 4). This follows the Cloud-in-the-Loop pattern from [55]. On both levels, Edge and Cloud, intelligent analysis based on machine learning and forecasting algorithms support the decision making. This enables self-adaptation of the production on several levels.

![Figure 4](image-url) Multi-level IIoT system composed of hardware and sensors as well as Edge/Cloud levels for data analytics to control the lower local level.

As we have a multi-level system approach, the monitoring part is not limited to a single production robot. Monitoring is necessary on all different levels of the system. Furthermore, for decentralized, local reasoning of the robots requires information dissemination of the instances within a layer. Hence, besides supporting the implementation of local monitoring procedures by the SAS Monitor design pattern [59], information dissemination across the layers as well as between instances within a layer can be supported by the knowledge management patterns, especially by Aggregation, Evaporation, and Spreading [63]. This supports new types of condition monitoring as demanded for IIoT applications [79]. The analysis — for example, to determine the quality of a product, identify the current product, or identify the wear of machine tools — happens on three levels: local (machine level), regional (Edge level), and global (Cloud level). Accordingly, this approach combines several component structure design patterns specified in [64]. On the one hand, the levels follow the Hierarchical Control design pattern. This support different types of analysis on the different levels and especially enables the intelligent, AI-based analysis of data [80], e.g., online failure prediction methods [81] for predictive maintenance. On the other hand, within a group of robots, the decision is made cooperatively; hence, the Coordinated Control, Master-Slave, or Regional Planning patterns might suit. The Sensor-Factory as well as the Content-based Routing design patterns [62] can structure and organize the information flow in distributed monitoring settings. In our IIoT use case, those patterns can be implemented using a stream processing systems like Apache Kafka for data collection as well as data dissemination, the ELK stack for data handling and analysis, and the MQTT protocol for pub/sub communication.

Processes have to guarantee efficient and non-conflicting analysis. Here, the Adaptation Detector design pattern [62] can support the identification of adaptation triggers. Further, the SAS Analyzer design pattern [59] supports the implementation of a multi-level analysis approach by the possibility of clearly assigning the relevant functionality to the corresponding levels as well as efficient aggregation mechanisms to derive situations from (potentially locally derived) symptoms, e.g., using the approach for situation-awareness from [82].

Analogously, planning should take place at all different levels, i.e., the smart factory, the CPPSs as well as company-wide, hence, between different factories [83]. Planning in our scenario mainly involves identifying the next production steps based on the specification of the current product. As mentioned above, the objective is high flexibility to enable individualized products and support multiple objectives simultaneously [84]. Further, it includes the coordination of the required production steps between the machines. On the local level, Case-based Reasoning [62] supported by adaptation rules might be applied. Further, the Gossip pattern [63] aims at reaching a shared agreement about parameter values; hence, can support the decision making in a group of robots. For multi-level decision making, the use of the Divide and Conquer pattern [62] can divide the responsibilities and different scopes of decision making across the levels, primarily as it supports the combination of several reconfiguration plans. Additionally, the TradeOff-based pattern [62] chooses the plan which balances several objectives; hence, it helps to balance trade-off decisions across the levels.

Using the SAS Execute design pattern [59] enables the description and implementation of clear interfaces and process workflows for adaptation. This can support the definition of required workflows for the smart factory, i.e., intelligent production processes supported by CPPSs and the required integration of employees with the smart machines [85]. Hence, those adaptation patterns complement the definition of production workflows. The process of adaptation can be supported by the Execute Behavior Template which splits the execution of adaptation actions in pre-preparation, execution, and post-execution [61]. This might be especially interesting in this context as those three phases can be distributed across the levels. The RTE Actor pattern [60] maps the described adaptation actions in the adaptation plan to components and controls their adaptation; hence, this can support the central decision making on higher layers and efficient dissemination and execution of the high-level adaptation plans.

Last, several design patterns support the coordination within the different levels: The Digital Pheromones pattern [63] enables the coordination of the production robots, the Collective Sort for MAS pattern [65] provides clustering of information on the Edge and Cloud levels, and the Collective Sort pattern [66] offers plausibility checks of data. Those patterns can support the application of evaluation models for IIoT as proposed in [86].
In summary, the IIoT use case shows the potential of the design patterns to enable adaptivity in IoT systems on several levels and targets all of the required MAPE-K functionality for adaptivity. A measurement of the effects of the design patterns in a productive system is part of future work.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

To provide an objective and comprehensive overview of the state of the art, we applied a systematic literature review [57] combined with forward and backward search. We analyzed each of the identified papers in detail and extracted the information about the design patterns by using systematic information representations. Nonetheless, the results may be biased due to the manual steps of our methodology. For example, as not all design patterns are described in a systematic approach, the information’s extraction might not always be entirely consistent. However, we try to minimize the risk of such effects by carefully discussing doubtful aspects between the authors. Additionally, the set of keywords used in the literature review focuses on the area of SASs. Hence, it might be possible that we miss design patterns from other fields that could be applied in our context.

In this paper, we focus on SASs that have similar characteristics to IoT systems. Still, this can result in not including works that do not confirm the search terms. To overcome this, we apply forward/backward search, to also include papers that do not comply with the search terms.

We are aware of the fact that the discussion of the design patterns in Section V does not follow a systematic approach. On the one hand, this is barely feasible due to the different nature of the patterns as well as the different degrees structured information provided by the authors. On the other hand, we reduced the risk of misinterpretation by careful consideration and the authors’ experience in the areas of design patterns and SASs. We are aware that patterns must be applied in the design of a system to see how they can solve design issues. However, design patterns represent design solutions. Hence, they may have potentially an infinite number of implementations, called variants in the software engineering literature. Still, we plan as future work to investigate some of the design patterns in real systems to systematically measure their impact. As mentioned at the beginning of Section VI, there are already some IoT systems (e.g., DeltaIoT, Feed me) that explicitly rely on MAPE-K and maybe also on some of the design patterns presented in this paper. Another future activity may concern reengineering already available IoT systems using design patterns and making a comparison.

We focus on the MAPE-K system model [5] for structuring the taxonomy. This seems to be a limitation, as this is a specific model. However, other authors propose similar feedback structures, such as, the sense-plan-act control [6], the autonomic control loop [7], the observer/controller architecture [8], or based on MIAC/MRAC controllers [58]. All of those contain the same basic functionality of data collection, reasoning, and adaptation. Further, the addition of three orthogonal dimensions—component structure and interaction, shared knowledge management, and coordination—reflect the distributed nature of IoT systems as outlined in many papers such as [87]–[89] and, hence, improves the compliance to the target domain. In addition, in this paper we focused on design patterns; hence other architectural or design mechanisms (e.g., algorithms) have not been discussed.

Another problem might arise due to the fact that different activities are associated with each MAPE activity. However, one has to mention that still some aspects are always present for a specific MAPE activity, as described in the following. The design patterns capture and support those activities without limiting their applicability through a detailed, narrow implementation. For example, the SAS Analyze pattern analyzes the collected data to identify possible issues, i.e., “symptoms”; however, it does not mention anything about how the analysis is performed: there can be applied various analysis mechanisms ranging from simple comparisons with a reference value or advanced mechanisms based on machine learning. This is valid for several other design patterns; it is the nature of a design pattern to provide not an implementation solution in a specific programming language but a generic applicable concept.

Applying the MAPE model provides a split of the pattern’s functionality so that developers can easily identify possible patterns for a specific MAPE functionality. Hence, it is a simplified approach to clustering the patterns. However, as the orthogonal categories of the taxonomy—component structure and interaction shared knowledge management, and coordination — already show the discussion of design patterns might also require a view that spans across the single functions. Further, it might be possible the there are dependencies between patterns, for example, that an analysis pattern relies on a specific type of data created by a monitoring pattern. Hence, the horizontal comparison of patterns might be reduced by our approach chosen for deriving the taxonomy. As we want to present in this paper an overview of patterns, we think that the construction method of the taxonomy is suitable for our purpose. As already mentioned, an in-depth analysis of the patterns — including a study of their dependencies and their applicability of various use cases — is part of our future work. However, a comprehensive comparison of all patterns in various use cases seems hardly feasible to do the high implementation effort.

In this paper, we focus on the application of design patterns to simplify the development of the managing subsystem’s functionality. Of course, further relevant aspects for IoT systems exist that we excluded, especially the security or data privacy in those systems. The reason for the exclusion of security and privacy aspects is that these two aspects pose entirely new challenges to IoT developers and are often in contrast to commonly applied design patterns. Design decisions for IoT systems take into account the decentralized nature of IoT systems and that they typically consist of battery-powered and resource-constrained devices. Accordingly, developers focus on optimizing performance, which is, e.g., clearly evident in most commonly used IoT protocols such
as MQTT. These protocols are usually based on the so-called Pub/Sub architecture, which aims to increase IoT devices’ performance by implementing communication between IoT devices using additional devices, so-called brokers, which handle the main communication burden. Thereby, security mechanisms are almost wholly ignored, as it is the case with MQTT [90]. This is especially crucial, as IoT systems rely on sensors that potentially gather sensitive data. Since conventional IoT design decisions were made with regard to performance, but not security, and IoT systems also place a whole range of new demands on security and privacy mechanisms, security, and privacy, which are not regarded by well-established and state-of-the-art patterns [91]. Further, security or data privacy is often implementation-specific aspects, whereas design patterns incorporate design-specific aspects. Still, for future work, an interesting research question would be to investigate the influence of security — for example, based on existing works related to security in IoT (such as [92]–[95]) — on the analyzed design patterns.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

IoT systems are strongly distributed systems with heterogeneous hardware and software resources. Furthermore, those systems interact with users or backend systems in dynamic environments. Adaptivity can help to overcome those challenges. With this work, we contribute to this topic by providing an overview of design patterns in SASs. We outline that there are at least two main advantages of applying design patterns in the engineering of any system: (1) quality achievement, because design patterns capture efficient solutions to recurring problems in specific contexts, and (2) maintenance support, because design patterns implicitly document the solution applied indicating not only how it has been designed, but also why it has been designed due to the semantic behind a pattern, i.e., its motivation.

Based on a systematic literature review, we identified 24 relevant papers as a base for taxonomy on design patterns for SASs. This taxonomy is composed of seven categories (monitor, analyze, plan, execute, component structure & interaction, knowledge management, and coordination) with a total of 55 design patterns. We exemplify the applicability of those patterns in an IoIoT use case.

With this work, we provide qualitative analysis for integrating design patterns that support adaptivity in IoT systems.

An open issue in SAS concern the context and system models representation and management as the knowledge in the MAPE-K loop. These models may grow and be complex and hard to exploit at runtime, as well as hard to maintain. Alternative approaches to models at runtime are emerging, e.g., based on big data technologies and analytics [96].

As future work, we plan to provide a thorough discussion of the applicability on different IoT system domains by comparing the implementations of IoT systems having integrated those patterns to systems without design patterns for measuring the effectiveness of the design patterns. Moreover, a future task will concern the privacy and security issues [97]–[99] addressed in SAS, which may be adapted and applied in IoT though self-protection mechanisms [100].
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